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Abstract. This paper builds on the algebraic theory in the companion paper [Algebraic Error Analysis for Mixed-Precision Multigrid Solvers, SISC Vol. 43, No. 5, pp. S392–S419] to
obtain discretization-error-accurate solutions for linear elliptic partial differential equations (PDEs)
by mixed-precision multigrid solvers. It is often assumed that the achievable accuracy is limited by
discretization or algebraic errors. On the contrary, we show that the quantization error incurred by
simply storing the matrix in any fixed precision quickly begins to dominate the total error as the
discretization is refined. We extend the existing theory to account for these quantization errors and
use the resulting bounds to guide the choice of four different precision levels in order to balance
quantization, algebraic, and discretization errors in the progressive-precision scheme proposed in the
companion paper. A remarkable result is that while iterative refinement is susceptible to quantization
errors during the residual and update computations, the V-cycle used to compute the correction in
each iteration is much more resilient, and continues to work if the system matrices in the hierarchy
become indefinite due to quantization. As a result, the V-cycle only requires relatively few bits of
precision per level. Based on our findings, we outline a simple way to implement a progressive precision FMG solver with minimal overhead, and demonstrate as an example that the one-dimensional
biharmonic equation can be solved reliably to any desired accuracy using just a few V-cycles when
the underlying smoother works well. Additionally, we show that the progressive precision scheme
leads to memory savings of up to 50% compared to fixed precision.
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1. Introduction. The abstract theory in [6] analyzes rounding-error effects of
algebraic operations in mixed- and progressive-precision multigrid solvers. The main
focus here is applying this analysis to solvers for discretized linear elliptic partial
differential equations (PDEs), with the goal of obtaining accuracy on the order of the
discretization error in the energy norm. Achieving such algebraic accuracy can often
be done by full multigrid (FMG) at optimal cost (i.e., comparable to a few matrix
multiplies on the finest level), but the approximation property that FMG relies on
makes it especially sensitive to rounding errors. One of our main goals is to analyze
this sensitivity in order to understand how to achieve optimal results.
To this end, first note that existing rounding-error analyses of linear solvers (e.g.,
[2, 3, 4, 6]) typically assume that the target matrix is exact. In practice, this assumption is rarely satisfied since forming the matrix itself is subject to rounding errors.
We extend the theory in [6] to include errors due to simply storing the linear system
in finite precision. Referring to it as quantization error, we show that its effect grows
much faster under mesh refinement than that of algebraic errors. Our analysis is
purely algebraic in nature and therefore applies to linear systems regardless of their
origin. It also applies to matrix-free methods because quantization happens regardless of whether the result is stored in main memory or just in a register. Even so, it
should be emphasized that the quantization error is the smallest possible error one can
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consider for the formation process, so in some sense this still represents an optimistic
analysis. In particular, we do not consider errors due to numerical quadrature during
assembly of the linear system.
To make the theory concrete, we consider classical finite element discretizations of
PDEs, which facilitates quantifying the discretization error and comparing it to quantization and algebraic errors. This comparison in turn allows us to explore the optimal relationship between the different precision levels introduced in the progressiveprecision multigrid solver in [6]. At first, it might appear as if the quantization error
limits the benefit of using three precisions in iterative refinement. However, the benefit remains as long as the various precision levels are chosen carefully. Furthermore,
because the inner solver only needs to reduce the residual in the iterative refinement
scheme by a small amount, we prove that it is not necessary to require that the system
matrix remains positive definite when rounded to the lowest precision. Avoiding this
requirement allows us to use very low precision for the inner solver where most of the
computations are performed. By comparison, [4] also uses low precision for the inner
solver, but they require an unknown perturbation to be added to the low precision
matrix to recover positive definiteness.
We begin in the next section by introducing nomenclature for the different errors
involved in our analyses. While we assume that the reader is familiar with [6], Section 3 summarizes its essential definitions and theoretical estimates for completeness.
In Section 4, we consider the effects on the V-cycle of quantizing the multigrid components and computing them by the Galerkin condition [1]. The effects on FMG of
quantizing the multigrid components are analyzed in Section 5. Section 6 brings the
theory together to establish the progression requirements for the different precision
levels studied throughout the paper. In Section 7, we continue to leverage the theory
and show that the overall memory usage can be reduced by up to 50% when using
progressive precision instead of fixed precision. Section 8 introduces a simple model
problem based on the one-dimensional biharmonic equation. This problem is then
studied in Section 9 with various mesh sizes and approximation orders. We illustrate
the behavior of a standard V-cycle and also demonstrate that the problem can be
solved reliably to any accuracy by progressive precision FMG when the precision
levels are chosen appropriately. We end the paper with some concluding remarks in
the last section.
2. Error definitions. The numerical solution of PDEs in finite precision involves several different error sources. This section introduces notation and vocabulary
to distinguish these basic types of errors.
Consider a positive-definite self-adjoint linear PDE of the form Lu = f subject
to some boundary conditions, with source term f and exact solution u. Assume that
Ah xh = bh represents its discretization on a regular grid of element size h by the
Galerkin finite element method, where Ah , xh , and bh are exact. Assume also that
xh = (xh,i ), where the xh,i are the coefficients corresponding to the basis
P functions
φh,i so that the finite element solution for grid h is the function uh = i xh,i φh,i .
The discretization error in the energy or L norm for grid h is then represented by
edisc = kuh − ukL . In practice, this is computed through quadrature using the bilinear
form for the PDE.
Simply rounding the coefficients xh,i to B bits is denoted by fl(xh ) and the
corresponding
continuous solution (with a slight abuse of notation) by fl(uh ) =
P
i fl(x)h,i φh,i . Given this, the floating-point error due to representing the exact
solution at grid level h in B bits of precision is denoted by efl = k fl(uh ) − uh kL =
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k fl(xh ) − xh kAh . This is the best level of energy error we can expect to obtain in finite
precision.
Since computation with matrices and source terms require that they too be represented in working precision, we let Ah and bh rounded to B bits be denoted by
Ǎh and b̌h , respectively. We also use the haček diacritical mark for any quantities
derived from Ǎh and b̌h . For example, x̌h represents the exact solution of Ǎh x = b̌h .
Note that, in general, x̌h 6= fl(xh ) because x̌h is based on Ǎh while fl(xh ) is based on
Ah and then rounded to B bits. In addition to hačeks, we use tilde to denote values
computed from Ǎh and b̌h and superscripts in parentheses for iterations. For example,
(i)
for the numerical solution of Ǎh x = b̌h , we denote the ith iterate by x̃h and the fully
(∞)
converged algebraic solution by x̃h .
Since Ǎh and b̌h are assumed to represent the exact quantities Ah and bh rounded
to B bits, then any computations required to obtain Ǎh and b̌h must be accurate to
at least B bits. In particular, any numerical quadrature used must be sufficiently
accurate and that any uncertainty in the representation of the coefficients in the PDE
must be insignificant relative to the rounding error assumed in Ǎh and b̌h .
(i)
(∞)
(i)
Corresponding to the vectors x̌h , x̃h , and x̃h are the functions ǔh , ũh , and
(∞)
ũh , which allow us to write the quantization error as equant = kǔh − uh kL and
(i)
(i)
the algebraic error as ealg = kũh − ǔh kL = kx̃h − x̌h kAh . Note that ealg 6= kx̃h −
x̌h kǍh in general. Finally, note that while a multigrid algorithm would presumably
converge to (Ǎh )−1 b̌h in infinite precision, it is generally limited from doing so in
finite precision. Accordingly, we decompose the algebraic error into iteration error
(i)
(∞)
(∞)
eiter = kũh − ũh kL and rounding error eround = kũh − ǔh kL . It might be argued
that quantization error is also a kind of rounding error, but for the purposes of this
paper, we consider it separately.
Combined, these definitions allow us to write the total error after i iterations as
(i)

(i)

etotal = kũh − ukL
(i)

(∞)

= kũh − ũh
(2.1)

≤

(i)
kũh

|

(∞)

+ ũh

(∞)
ũh kL

−
{z

eiter

}

− ǔh + ǔh − uh + uh − ukL

(∞)
+ kũh

|

− ǔh kL + kǔh − uh kL + kuh − ukL .
{z
} | {z }
{z
} |

eround

equant

edisc

In summary, quantities without tildes are exact (in infinite-precision arithmetic),
those with tildes are computed, those with hačeks are based on the quantized versions of Ah and bh , and those with subscript h have been discretized on a grid with
element size h. We assume that there are no errors in computing Ǎh aside from the
quantization itself. Thus, any numerical integration used to compute Ah must be
sufficiently accurate and the algebraic error associated with evaluating functions at
the quadrature points and summing must be insignificant.
3. Existing Theory. This section summarizes the notation, conventions, and
theory of [6]. Initially, we consider three floating point environments: “standard” precision with unit roundoff ε, “high” precision with unit roundoff ε̄, and “low” precision
with unit roundoff ε̇. We also refer to these as ε-, ε̄-, and ε̇-precision, respectively.
While it is only formally assumed that ε̄ ≤ ε ≤ ε̇, we address the choice of these
precision levels in Section 6.
The theory uses variables and expressions for exact quantities, with δ’s added and
estimated to represent quantities computed in finite precision. Thus, for A ∈ Rn×n
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symmetric positive definite (SPD) with at most mA nonzeros per row and b ∈ Rn ,
then A−1 b + δ denotes a computed approximate solution with error δ of
(3.1)

Ax = b,

and Ax − b + δr denotes its computed residual with error δr .
In what follows, we let | · | denote the vector or matrix with entries replaced by
their absolute values. Inequalities and equalities between vectors and matrices are
defined componentwise. Using k · k to denote the Euclidean norm for a vector and its
induced matrix norm (together with the Euclidean inner product h·, ·i), we frequently
use the fact that k|z|k = kzk for any vector z (although this is not generally true for
matrices). Our rounding-error estimates are in terms of the discrete energy norm k·kA
1
defined by kxkA = kA 2 xk, x ∈ Rn . Following the usual convention in rounding-error
analyses, we assume that A and b in (3.1) are exact. To rein in the complexity of
our estimates, we take this assumption further by assuming exactness of all of the
multigrid components: the intergrid transfer, the system matrix, and the right-hand
side on all levels. However, we consider the effects of quantization of these components
in Section 5 because they are used specifically within the multigrid solvers. Let κ(·)
denote condition number. For simplicity, dependence is suppressed for A with possible
subscripts that remain (e.g., κj = κ(Aj )) and similarly for κ and ψ defined below,
but the dependence is explicitly included otherwise. Then the following notation is
used in this paper:
κ = kAk · kA−1 k, ψ = ψ(A) = k|A|k, κ = κ(A) = ψkA−1 k, m̄+
A =

mA + 1
,
1 − (mA + 1)ε̄

1

ṁA =

1
1
mA
κ2 + κ
, τ̇ = κ 2 ε̇, τ = κ 2 ε, τ̄ = κε̄, γ =
.
1 − mA ε̇
κ

The mixed-precision approach analyzed theoretically in [6] uses iterative refinement as the outer loop and a generic approximate linear solver as the inner loop.
The pseudocode for iterative refinement (IR) is given in Algorithm 3.1 below. The
floating-point operations in IR use all three precisions. The full residual r between
successive calls to the inner solver is evaluated in ε̄-precision (red font), while the
inner solver uses ε̇-precision (green font). All other operations use ε-precision (blue
font).
Algorithm 3.1 Iterative Refinement (IR)
Input: A, b, x initial guess, tol > 0 convergence tolerance.
1: r ←Ax − b
. Compute IR Residual and Round
2: if krk < tol then
3:
return x
. Return Solution of Ax = b
4: end if
5: y ← InnerSolve(A, r)
. Compute Approximate Solution of Ay = r
6: x ← x − y
. Update Approximate Solution of Ax = b
7: goto 1

Theorem 3.1. IR. [6] Let x(i) be the iterate at the start of the ith cycle of IR
and r = Ax(i) − b its residual computed in ε̄-precision and rounded to ε-precision.
Suppose that a ρ < 1 exists such that, for any r ∈ Rn , the solver used in the inner
loop of Algorithm 3.1 (line 5) is guaranteed to compute a correction y that satisfies
ky − A−1 rkA ≤ ρkA−1 rkA .
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Then x(i+1) approximates the solution A−1 b of (3.1) with the relative error bound
(3.2)

kx(i) − A−1 bkA
kx(i+1) − A−1 bkA
≤ ρir
+ χ,
−1
kA bkA
kA−1 bkA

ρir = ρ + δρir ,

where
(3.3)

δρir =

(1 + 2ρ)τ + γ(1 + ρ)(1 + ε)m̄+
A τ̄
,
1−τ

χ=

τ + γ(1 + ρ)(1 + ε)m̄+
A τ̄
.
1−τ

If ρ + δρir < 1, then the error after N ≥ 1 IR cycles with initial guess x(0) satisfies
(3.4)

(0)
− A−1 bkA
χ
kx(N ) − A−1 bkA
N kx
≤
(ρ
+
δ
)
+
.
ρ
ir
−1
−1
kA bkA
kA bkA
1 − (ρ + δρir )

For the inner solver, we use one V(1, 0)-cycle, with pseudocode V given in Algorithm 3.2 below. V uses a nested hierarchy of ` levels from the coarsest j = 1 to the
finest j = `, 1 ≤ j ≤ `. It begins on the finest level and proceeds down to the coarsest
level, with one relaxation sweep on each level along the way. Each level is equipped
with a system matrix Aj , with A` = A. Assume that relaxation on level j applied
to Aj yj = rj is the stationary linear iteration yj ← yj − Mj (Aj yj − bj ), where Mj
roughly approximates A−1
j . Let Pj denote the interpolation matrix that maps from
level j − 1 to level j with at most mPj nonzeros per row or column. Let P1 = 0 for
the coarsest level, which involves just one relaxation sweep and no further coarsening.
Assume further that the Galerkin condition is exactly satisfied on all coarse levels:
Aj−1 = Pjt Aj Pj , 2 ≤ j ≤ `. (See Section 4 for analysis of the rounding-error effects
when this relationship is used to compute the coarse-level matrices in finite precision.)
All computations in V are performed in low ε̇-precision as shown in green font in the
pseudocode. Accordingly, since the input right-hand side (RHS) may be in higher
precision, the cycle is initialized with a rounding step.
Algorithm 3.2 V(1, 0)-Cycle (V) Correction Scheme
Input: A, r, P, ` ≥ 1 V levels.
1: r ←r
2: y ← M r
3: if ` > 1 then
4:
rv ← Ay − r
5:
r`−1 ← P t rv
6:
d`−1 ←V(A`−1 , r`−1 , P`−1 , ` − 1)
7:
d ← P d`−1
8:
y ←y−d
9: end if
10: return y

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Round RHS and Initialize V
Relax on Current Approximation (y = 0)
Check for Coarser Level
Evaluate V Residual
Restrict V Residual to Coarse-Level
Compute Correction from Coarser Levels
Interpolate Correction to Fine Level
Update Approximate Solution of Ay = r

. Return Approximate Solution of Ay = r

The theory in [5] and the references cited therein establish optimal energy convergence in infinite precision of Algorithm 3.2 under fairly general conditions for fully
regular elliptic PDEs discretized by standard finite elements. We simply assume this
to be the case by supposing that the error propagation matrix Vj for level j is bounded
by a constant ρ∗v ∈ [0, 1) for all j, that is, kVj kAj ≤ ρ∗v , 1 ≤ j ≤ `.
One aim of this paper is to verify the theory in [6] for multigrid applied to a
large class of PDEs, including the model problem introduced below. Accordingly, we
have in mind matrices whose condition numbers depend on the mesh size h. (While
we do not explicitly exclude coarsening in terms of the degree p of the discretization,
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our focus is on coarsening in terms of h.) To abstract this dependence, define the
1
− 2m

pseudo mesh size by hj = κj

, 1 ≤ j ≤ `, where m is a positive integer, and the
h

mesh coarsening factor by θj = hj−1
, 2 ≤ j ≤ `. In the geometric setting, 2m
j
correspond to the order of the PDE. Under standard assumptions for finite element
discretizations, classical theory shows that the condition number on a given grid is
bounded by a constant (depending on the finite element approximation order) times
h−2m
min , where hmin is the smallest element size on that grid (see [8, Sec. 5.2]). In this
case, hj is therefore bounded by that constant times the grid j mesh size.
To allow for a progressive-precision V-cycle, where precision is tailored to each
level in the hierarchy, assume now that ε̇ varies by letting ε̇j denote the unit roundoff
used on level j, 1 ≤ j ≤ `. We use similar notation for other parameters that may
now depend on the level, but suppress the subscript when the level is understood.
Specifically, ε̇j -precision is used on level j to store the data, perform relaxation,
transfer residuals to level j − 1 and corrections to level j + 1, and round residuals
ε̇
transferred from level j + 1. Define the precision coarsening factor by ζ̇j = j−1
ε̇j , 2 ≤
j ≤ `. We will revisit the actual value of ζ̇j in Section 6. To accommodate the use
of a geometric series involving the rounding-error effects on each level of the V-cycle,
−1
denote the coarsening ratio by ϑ = min1≤j≤` {θj ζj m } and assume that ϑ > 1. To
account for rounding errors in relaxation, suppose that a constant αMj exists such
that computing Mj zj for any vector zj on level j in ε̇j -precision yields
(3.5)

Mj z + δMj ,

kδMj k ≤ αMj ε̇j kzj k, 1 ≤ j ≤ `.

For example, Richardson iteration with Mj = kAωj k , 0 < ω < 2, yields αMj < kA2j k
(see [6]). Assume further that relaxation is monotonically convergent in energy: kIj −
Mj Aj kA < 1. To simplify what follows, assume that σ is a constant such that
σ ≥ (1 + ε̇j ) max{αMj kAj k, k|Aj |kαMj , k|Aj |k · kMj k}}, 1 ≤ j ≤ `.
Only the low precision varies by level in the V-cycle because its finest level is fixed.
On the other hand, the full multigrid algorithm introduced below uses progressively
finer levels for its inner-loop V-cycles. We therefore introduce variable εj and ε̄j ,
1 ≤ j ≤ `, for this purpose, where ` is now the very finest level used in FMG. Finally,
we redefine the following parameters to mean their maxima over all levels:
mAj
mPj
, ṁ+
,
P = max
1≤j≤` 1 − mPj ε̇j
1 − mAj ε̇j
mAj
mPj
1
m̄+
, m+
, µ = 3( max ζ̇j )κ 2 (P t P )ṁ+
A = max
P = max
P.
1≤j≤` 1 − mAj ε̄j
1≤j≤` 1 − mPj εj
1≤j≤`

κ(P t P ) = max κ(Pjt Pj ),
1≤j≤`

ṁ+
A = max

1≤j≤`

The next theorem confirms that V reduces the error optimally toward the solution
of the target matrix equation Ay = r provided that the perturbation δρv of the exact
convergence factor satisfies δρv < 1−ρ∗v , meaning that coarsening in the level hierarchy
should be fast enough (i.e., large enough θj ) and progression of the precision should
be slow enough (i.e., small enough ζ̇j ) to ensure that ϑ  1. More significantly, it
requires the finest-level scale parameter to satisfy τ̇  1, which in turn means that
κ  ε̇−2 . Together with Theorem 3.1, we can then conclude that the mixed-precision
version of IR with a V as the inner loop converges optimally to the solution of (3.1)
until to the order of the lower limit χ is reached.
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Theorem 3.2. V. [6] Define the following cubic polynomial in τ̇j :
(3.6)

δρv = δρv (τ̇j ) =


ϑm
a1 τ̇j + a2 τ̇j2 + a3 τ̇j3 ,
−1

ϑm

where
+
a1 = 4 + σ + 4µ, a2 = 2(3 + σ + ṁ+
A (1 + σ))µj + 2 + σ, a3 = 2(1 + σ + ṁA (1 + σ))µj .

If τ̇j is small enough that δρv (τ̇j ) < 1−ρ∗v , 1 ≤ j ≤ `, then one cycle of the progressiveprecision version of Algorithm 3.2 for solving the IR residual equation converges
according to ky − A−1 rkA ≤ ρv kA−1 rkA , ρv = ρ∗v + δρv .
Full multigrid uses a special cycling scheme that targets the underlying PDE,
with the aim of attaining accuracy comparable to how well the finest-grid solution
approximates the PDE solution. FMG starts on the coarsest grid and proceeds to
the finest, making sure that enough V-cycles are used on each grid along the way to
achieve accuracy comparable to that grid’s discretization accuracy. In essence, if grid
j − 1 is solved to within the discretization error Chqj−1 for some positive constants C
and q, then using that result as an initial guess on grid j means that the initial error
on grid j is bounded by some small multiple (depending on θj ) of Chqj . This in turn
means that only a few V-cycles are needed to obtain discretization accuracy on grid
j (i.e., error below Chqj ). For standard finite elements, q = k − m, where 2m and
k > m correspond to the order of the PDE and the order of the finite elements (e.g.,
polynomials of degree p = k − 1), respectively [8, Sec. 2.2].
The full multigrid algorithm based on N ≥ 1 inner IR cycles, each using one V,
is given below by the pseudocode FMG. Note that FMG amounts to three nested
loops: outer FMG, middle IR, and inner V. The choice of N is critical because it
must guarantee convergence to within discretization accuracy on each level. The goal
of Section 5 is to determine N in the presence of rounding errors.
Algorithm 3.3 FMG(1, 0)-Cycle (FMG)
Input: A, b, P, N ≥ 1 IR cycles (using one V(1, 0)
1: x ← 0
2: if ` > 1 then
3:
x`−1 ←F MG(A`−1 , b`−1 , P`−1 , ` − 1, N )
4:
x ← P x`−1
5: end if
6: i ← 0
7: while i < N do
8:
r ←Ax − b
9:
y ←V(A, r, P, `)
10:
i←i+1
11:
x←x−y
12: end while
13: return x

each), ` ≥ 1 F MG levels.
. Initialize F MG
. Check for Coarser Level
. Compute Coarse-Level Approximation
. Interpolate Approximation to Fine Level
. Initialize IR
.
.
.
.

Update IR Residual and Round
Compute Correction by V
Increment IR Cycle Counter
Update Approximate Solution of Ax = b

. Return Approximate Solution of Ax = b

To obtain an abstract sense of discretization accuracy, assume that bj−1 = Pjt bj ,
2 ≤ j ≤ `, are also computed exactly. We characterize the relative accuracy of
adjacent levels in the hierarchy by assuming that C is a positive constant such that
the following strong approximation property (SAP) holds:
(3.7)

q
−1
−1
kPj A−1
j−1 bj−1 − Aj bj kAj ≤ Chj−1 kAj bj kAj ,

2 ≤ j ≤ `,

q = k − m,

(C and hj may depend on k, but we assume that this order is fixed in what follows.)
While (3.7) characterizes the relative error in a coarse-level solution with respect to
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the next finer level, it also suggests the following definition. We say that xj solves
Aj xj = bj to the order of discretization error or simply to discretization accuracy if
(3.8)

q
−1
kxj − A−1
j bj kAj ≤ Chj kAj bj kAj ,

1 ≤ j ≤ `.

We assume that this level of approximation is achieved on the coarsest level j = 1 by
just a few relaxation sweeps starting with a zero initial guess.
Theorem 3.3. FMG. [6] Assume that ρv + δρir < 1 and that χ is small enough
and N is large enough that the following holds on all levels j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , `}:

√
χ
≤ Chq ,
(3.9)
(ρv + δρir )N ( 2 + µτ )θq Chq + µτ +
1 − (ρv + δρir )
1

where h = hj , θ = θj , τ = τj , and µ = µj = κ 2 (Pjt Pj )m+
P , and (with subscript j
understood) parameter ρv is defined in Theorem 3.2 and parameters δρir and χ are
defined in (3.3). Then Algorithm 3.3 solves (3.1) to the order of discretization error
on each level.
4. Effects of Quantization & Galerkin Construction on V & IR. The
components Aj , Pj , and bj have so far been assumed to be exact for all j. In this
and the next section, we extend the theory from [6] to include quantization errors
incurred from simply storing the components in finite precision. This is in addition
to the algebraic errors accumulated during computations and already accounted for
in the existing theory.
Dropping subscript j, assume that the system matrices are stored in symmetric
form and that Ǎ = A + ∆ and b̌ = b + δ result from simply rounding the exact A and
b, respectively, to some ε̌-precision. The actual value of ε̌ will be determined later.
We first obtain the general result that (A + ∆)−1 b ≈ A−1 b and κ(A + ∆) ≈ κ to the
extent that κε̌ < 1.
Theorem 4.1. A and b Quantization Errors. If κε̌ < 1, then A + ∆ is SPD and
(A + ∆)−1 (b + δ) approximates A−1 b with relative error bounded according to
(4.1)

k(A + ∆)−1 (b + δ) − A−1 bkA
≤ φε̌,
kA−1 bkA

1

φ=

κ + κ2
.
1 − κε̌

Proof. The relative error in each entry of A + ∆ and b + δ is bounded by ε̌, which
immediately yields the relative error bound
(4.2)

kδk ≤ kbkε̌.

Using · to emphasize multiplication, a bound for A + ∆ follows by noting that y t y =
|y|t |y| and y t ∆ · y = |y t ∆ · y| ≤ |y|t |∆| · |y| ≤ |y|t |A| · |y|ε̌ for any y ∈ Rn :
(4.3)

k∆k ≤ k|A|kε̌.
1

1

1

1

By (4.3) and noting that A + ∆ = A 2 (I + E) A 2 , E = A− 2 ∆A− 2 , we have that
(4.4)

kEk ≤ k∆k · kA−1 k ≤ k|A|k · kA−1 kε̌ = κε̌ < 1,

which proves that I + E and, hence, A + ∆ are positive definite. Note also that
(4.5)

k (I + E)

−1

k≤

1
1
≤
.
1 − kEk
1 − κε̌
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We next obtain the following expression for the perturbation of A−1 b:
h
i
1
1
1
1
−1
−1
(A + ∆)−1 (b + δ) − A−1 b = A− 2 (I + E) − I A− 2 b + A− 2 (I + E) A− 2 δ


1
1
1
−1
(4.6)
= A− 2 (I + E)
−EA 2 A−1 b + A− 2 δ .
Finally, the theorem is proved as follows:
k(A+∆)−1 (b + δ) − A−1 bkA


1
−1
≤ k (I + E) k kEk · kA−1 bkA + kA− 2 δk

1
1 
kEk · kA−1 bkA + kA− 2 k · kδk
≤
1 − κε̌

1
1 
≤
κε̌kA−1 bkA + kA− 2 kε̌kbk
1 − κε̌
≤ φε̌kA−1 bkA ,
1

by (4.6)
by (4.5)
by (4.2) and (4.4)

1

1

where the last line follows from noting that kbk ≤ kA 2 k · kA− 2 bk = kA 2 k · kA−1 bkA .
When the multigrid components are extracted directly from the discretization,
quantization in ε̇j -precision incurs a relative κj ε̇j error in these components, where
κj = k|Aj |k·kA−1
j k. However, our framework also applies to inherently algebraic problems, with the coarse-level matrices in V possibly constructed based on the Galerkin
condition. For simplicity in illustrating rounding effects for this case, we consider a
single level j − 1 only, assuming that Aj and Pj are exact, that Pj has only nonnegative entries, and that the Galerkin condition is computed in ε̇j -precision in the order
given by Pjt (Aj Pj ). Our next theorem shows that the resulting rounding errors are
also O(κj ε̇j ).
Theorem 4.2. Galerkin Rounding Errors. Fix j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ` − 1} and assume
that Aj and Pj are exact. Then the coarse-level matrix Aj−1 = Pjt Aj Pj + ∆ computed
from the Galerkin condition in ε̇j -precision satisfies the relative error bound
 +
t
(4.7)
k∆k ≤ κj 2 + ṁ+
A ε̇j ṁA ε̇j kPj Aj Pj k.
Proof. Writing the computed Aj Pj as Aj Pj + ∆1 , |∆1 | ≤ |Aj |Pj ṁ+
A ε̇j , then the
computed Aj−1 can be written as Pjt (Aj Pj + ∆1 ) + ∆2 , |∆2 | ≤ Pjt |Aj Pj + ∆1 |ṁ+
A ε̇j .
We thus have that
 +
t
k∆k = kPjt ∆1 + ∆2 k ≤ 2 + ṁ+
A ε̇j ṁA ε̇j kPj k · k|Aj |k · kPj k.
Bound (4.7) now follows from noting that
−1

1

t
kPjt k · kPj k = kPj k2 ≤ (kAj 2 k · kAj2 Pj k)2 = kA−1
j k · kPj Aj Pj k.

Theorem 4.1 suggests that κj ε̇j  1 is needed to ensure good V-cycles performance.
After all, if Aj is indefinite, then just computing the residual could expand the error associated with the negative spectrum. But this is not really a concern for V:
quantization has negligible effect in ε̇j -precision on V because this error expansion is
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small compared to other rounding errors, as our next theorem shows. Note that a
similar result holds when all Aj are computed via the Galerkin condition, where (4.7)
would be used recursively to account for errors accumulated over all levels. Note also
that quantization of Mj would have a truly negligible effect on the performance of
V because preconditioners only need to be crude approximations to the inverse (e.g.,
relaxation parameters are typically allowed to be anywhere in the interval (0, 2)).
Theorem 4.3. V Quantization Errors. Let Aj quantized in ε̇j -precision be denoted by Aj + ∆j , |∆j | ≤ |Aj |ε̇j , 1 ≤ j ≤ `. Then Theorem 3.2 holds with ṁ+
A in a2
and a3 replaced by the slightly larger (ṁ+
+
1)(1
+
ε̇
).
1
A
Proof. We treat each level individually because the exact Aj is rounded directly,
without error accumulation. Dropping subscript j, since A is only used in V for computing the residual just before coarsening, all we need to do is establish a quantized
version of bound (7.12) in the proof of Theorem 7.2 of [6], which is of the form
1

r( 2 ) = Ay − r + δ1 ,

|δ1 | ≤ ṁ+
A ε̇ (|r| + |A| · |y|) .

1

Substituting in quantized A yields r( 2 ) = (A + ∆)y − r + δ2 , where
+
|δ2 | ≤ ṁ+
A ε̇ (|r| + |A + ∆| · |y|) ≤ ṁA (1 + ε̇)ε̇ (|r| + |A| · |y|) .
1

Thus, r( 2 ) = Ay − r + δ3 , with
|δ3 | = |∆ · y + δ2 | ≤ (ṁ+
A + 1)(1 + ε̇1 )ε̇ (|r| + |A| · |y|) ,
where we replaced ε̇j by ε̇1 ≥ ε̇j to ensure that the changes in a2 and a3 amount to
+
just replacing ṁ+
A by the slightly larger constant (ṁA + 1)(1 + ε̇1 ). This completes
the proof.
Remark 4.4. Sensitivity of V to Quantization. Theorem 4.3 confirms that V is insulated from the indefiniteness that quantization may create. This insensitivity comes
from the fact that V-cycles are basically just a hierarchy of simple relaxation steps that
have little effect on the near-kernel error components that indefiniteness may alter.
On coarse enough levels, relaxation may begin to significantly affect the near-kernel
components, but this is just where the system matrices retain positive definiteness
(because the condition numbers are small). Other basic relaxation methods may also
be insensitive to quantization, but they tend not to be very efficient solvers for PDEs.
On the other hand, while direct solvers can be applied to modest-size discrete PDEs,
their reliance on positive definiteness to control the error makes them very sensitive
to quantization.
Theorem 4.5. IR Quantization Errors. Let A and b quantized in ε̌-precision be
denoted by A + ∆, |∆| ≤ |A|ε̌, and b + δ, |δ| ≤ |b|ε̌, respectively.
Then Theorem 3.1

+
holds with (1 + ε)m̄+
τ̄
replaced
by
(1
+
ε)
τ̌
+
(1
+
ε̌)
m̄
τ̄
in
the
expressions
for δρir
A
A
and χ in (3.3) , where τ̌ = κε̌.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 4.3, but with three terms quantized in bound (4.7) in the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [6], which for exact A and b reads
r = Ax − b + δ1 ,

|δ1 | ≤ ε|Ax − b| + (1 + ε)m̄+
A ε̄ (|b| + |A| · |x|) .

Substituting in quantized A and b thus yields r = (A + ∆)x − (b + δ) + δ1 , where
|δ1 | ≤ ε|(A + ∆)x − (b + δ)| + (1 + ε)m̄+
A ε̄ (|b + δ| + |A + ∆| · |x|)
≤ ε|Ax − b| + ε(|δ| + |∆| · |x|) + (1 + ε)m̄+
A ε̄ (|b| + |A| · |x| + |δ| + |∆| · |x|)

+
≤ ε|Ax − b| + εε̌ + (1 + ε)(1 + ε̌)m̄A ε̄ (|b| + |A| · |x|) .
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Thus, r = (A + ∆)x − (b + δ) + δ1 = Ax − b + δ2 , and the theorem follows because
|δ2 | = |∆ · x − δ + δ1 |

≤ ε|Ax − b| + |δ| + |∆| · |x| + εε̌ + (1 + ε)(1 + ε̌)m̄+
A ε̄ (|b| + |A| · |x|)

≤ ε|Ax − b| + (1 + ε) ε̌ + (1 + ε̌)m̄+
A ε̄ (|b| + |A| · |x|) .
5. Effect of Input Quantization on FMG. FMG is more sensitive to quantization because it relies directly in step 4 of Algorithm 3.3 on the SAP (3.7). (We
assume from now on that (3.7) holds when A, b, and P are exact on all levels.) Here we
analyze the effects on FMG of rounding Aj−1 , Pj , and bj−1 for a fixed j ∈ {2, 3, . . . , `}
to a given quantization precision ε̌. To clarify where this rounding occurs, note that
each recursive call to FMG means that j − 1 serves as the finest level for the inner
V calls on FMG level j − 1. So Aj−1 and bj−1 rounded to precision ε̌j−1 ≤ εj−1 in
FMG means that these rounded quantities are passed into the recursive call to FMG
from level j to the coarser level. Note that the resulting Aj−1 is further rounded to
ε̇j−1 -precision in the inner call to V. Similarly, rounding Pj to ε̌j -precision in FMG
means that this occurs in step 4 when the full approximation is interpolated from the
current finest level j − 1 to the new finest level j. All other multigrid components are
processed in ε̇-precision within the inner V solver. Our final theorem extends Theorem 3.3 to account for these quantization errors, at the cost of increased complexity
of the logic and estimates. Aligned with our ultimate goal of balancing errors, the
aim here is for both the solver and the rounding errors to be smaller than Chq , as
opposed to bounding their sum as in (3.9). The key to this extension is to establish a
SAP that accounts for quantization. Specifically, with A−1
j bj + δj denoting the exact
solution of Aj xj = bj when Aj and bj have been quantized, then the extended SAP
asserts existence of a constant Č such that
q
−1
−1
(5.1) kPj A−1
j−1 bj−1 + δj−1 − (Aj bj + δj )kAj ≤ Čhj−1 kAj bj + δj kAj ,

2 ≤ j ≤ `.

To reduce complexity, we assume for our final theorem that all of the entries of Pj
are nonnegative.
Theorem 5.1. FMG Quantization Errors. The extended SAP (5.1) holds with
Č =



q
1
1
2m
2
φj−1 ε̌j−1 + φj ε̌j + κj2 κj−1
ε̌j (1 + φj−1 ε̌j−1 ) (1 + φj ε̌j )},
max { C + κj−1

2≤j≤`

1

where φj =

κj +κj2
1−κj ε̌j

2 ≤ j ≤ `. Moreover, FMG approximates the solution A−1 b + δ of

the quantized version of (3.1) to the level of discretization accuracy provided ρv +δρir <
1 and the following hold on every level:
(5.2)

χ
< Chq
1 − (ρv + δρir )

(ρv + δρir )N (θq Cc hq + µc ) ≤ Chq ,

and
1

where the constants Cc = maxj {(1 + κj2 ε̌j )(1 + φj−1 ε̌j−1 )(1 + φj ε̌j )C + Č} and
1

µc = maxj ε̌j (1 + ε̌j )κj2 (1 + Chqj−1 )(1 + φj−1 ε̌j−1 )(1 + φj ε̌j ), and subscript j is understood for the other terms in (5.2).
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Proof. Dropping subscript j and replacing subscript j − 1 by c, let P + ∆P denote
quantized P , where |∆P · z| ≤ |∆P | · |z| ≤ ε̌P · |z| for any coarse-level z. This proof
−1
uses the bounds kδc kAc ≤ φc ε̌c kA−1
bkA , and kA−1
c bc kAc , kδkA ≤ φε̌kA
c bc +δc kAc ≤
−1
(1+φc ε̌c )(1+φε̌)kA b+δkA that are implied by (4.1). The proof assumes familiarity
1

with the logic as well as some estimates used in [6], including k|z|kAc ≤ kAc2 k · kzk ≤
1

−1
2
kzkAc and kA−1
bkA .
κj−1
c bc kAc ≤ kA
To establish the extended SAP (5.1), first note that

1
−1
2
k∆P A−1
c bc + δc kA ≤ kA kε̌kP · |Ac bc + δc |k
1

≤ κ 2 ε̌k|A−1
c bc + δc |kAc
1

1

≤ κ 2 κc2 ε̌ (1 + φc ε̌c ) kA−1
c bc kAc .
1
− 2m

and using the original SAP (3.7) yields (5.1):


−1
k (P + ∆P ) A−1
b + δ kA
c bc + δc − A

Noting that hc = κc


−1
≤ kP A−1
bkA + kδkA + kP δc kA + k∆P A−1
c bc − A
c bc + δc kA


1
1
≤ (Chqc + φε̌)kA−1 bkA + φc ε̌c + κ 2 κc2 ε̌ (1 + φc ε̌c ) kA−1
c bc kAc


q 
1
1
≤ C + κc2m φc ε̌c + φε̌ + κ 2 κc2 ε̌ (1 + φc ε̌c ) hqc kA−1 bkA
≤ Čhqc kA−1 b + δkA .
For FMG convergence, assume for induction purposes that the coarse-level result, xc ,
−1
q
has properly converged: kxc − (A−1
c bc + δc )kAc ≤ Chc kAc bc + δc kAc . Then

k (P + ∆P ) xc − (A−1
c bc + δ c ) k A


−1
≤ kP xc − (A−1
c bc + δc ) kA + k∆P xc − (Ac bc + δc ) kA
1

≤ (1 + κ 2 ε̌)Chqc kA−1
c bc + δc kAc ,
which implies that
k (P + ∆P )xc − (A−1 b + δ)kA

≤ k (P + ∆P ) xc − (A−1
c bc + δc ) kA
(5.3)

−1
+ k (P + ∆P ) (A−1
b + δ)kA
c bc + δc ) − (A

1
≤ (1 + κ 2 ε̌)(1 + φc ε̌c )(1 + φε̌)C + Č hqc kA−1 b + δkA .



Denote (P + ∆P ) xc computed in ε̌-precision by (P + ∆P ) xc + δx , where |δx | ≤
1
ε̌ (P + ∆P ) |xc | ≤ ε̌(1 + ε̌)P |xc |. But kδx kAc ≤ ε̌(1 + ε̌)κ 2 kxc kAc and
−1
kxc kAc ≤ kA−1
c bc + δc kAc + kxc − (Ac bc + δc )kAc

≤ (1 + Chqc )kA−1
c bc + δc kAc
≤ (1 + Chqc )(1 + φc ε̌c )(1 + φε̌)kA−1 b + δkA .
1

Thus, |δx kAc ≤ ε̌(1 + ε̌)κ 2 (1 + Chqc )(1 + φc ε̌c )(1 + φε̌)kA−1 b + δkA , which with (5.3)
confirms that kx − (A−1 b + δ)kA ≤ Cc kA−1 b + δkA , where x = (P + ∆P ) xc + δx is
the initial iterate for the V-cycles on the fine level. As in the proof of Theorem 10.1
in [6], we then invoke Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 above to prove the theorem.
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The condition on N in (5.2) can be substantially simplified by assuming that κj−1 ≤
q+2m

1

κj , κj2  κj , κj ε̌j ≈ κj ε̌j  1, and κj 2m ε̌j . C, and by deleting negligible terms.
q

q

We therefore conclude that 1 + κj ε̌ . 1 + κj2m C ≈ 1, φj ≈ κj , and κj2m φj ≈ C, and
similarly for other analogous terms. We then have that Č ≈ 4C, that Cc ≈ C + Č ≈
1
5C, and that µc ≈ κj2 ε̌j  C, leading to the simplified condition 5ρ∗v N θq Chq ≤ Chq ,
√

2)+q log2 (θ)
i.e., 5ρ∗v N θq . 1. N thus requires a relatively modest increase from log2 (| log
∗
2 (ρv )|
in Remark 10.2 of [6] to the following estimate that accounts for quantization:

(5.4)

N≈

log2 (5) + q log2 (θ)
.
| log2 (ρ∗v )|

6. Precision Requirements. Up to this point, we have referred to ε, ε̄, and
ε̇ as standard, high, and low precision, respectively, without specifying how to select
these precisions. Additionally, we have introduced ε̌ for the quantization precision.
In this section, we show how the theoretical estimates can guide the selection of all
of these precision levels. While the focus is on FMG, most of the tools discussed here
also apply to V-cycles.
Our estimates involve discretization, quantization, rounding, and iteration errors.
Ideally, all errors should be comparable so that computation is not wasted on reducing
one only to have the end result contaminated by the others. As shown in (2.1), the
total error is bounded by the sum of the four types of errors, so our guiding principle
is to assume that the bounds for each of these errors should be comparable1 . This
goal leads to overestimates of the total error and the individual precision levels, but
such is the nature of an a priori theoretical analysis. Also, while (2.1) provides a
decomposition of the absolute errors, we are able to focus instead on the relative
(∞)
errors by assuming that the total error is small enough that kũh kL ≈ kǔh kL ≈
kuh kL ≈ kukL .
We begin by recalling the basic requirement that ε̄ ≤ ε ≤ ε̇. Additionally, we must
have ε̄ ≤ ε̌ since ε̄ is the highest precision used for any computation. If ε̄ > ε̌, then
any computation will effectively include a rounding operation to at least ε̄-precision,
which makes the choice of higher precision for ε̌ pointless. On the other hand, if ε̌
is strictly greater than ε̄, ε, and/or ε̇, then operations can still be performed in the
specified precision by extending all ε̌-numbers with trailing zeros.
To determine the required precision levels, we first illustrate in Figure 1 the
different types of errors along with an assumed desired error-level, egoal . Given that
there are four contributions to the total error, each must be on the order of 14 egoal .
This level is shown as a one of the dashed horizontal lines in Figure 1. The energy
norm of the discretization error for a standard finite element discretization is given by
edisc = Chq , where q = k−m [8, Sec. 2.2]. The intersection between this discretization
error line and the 41 egoal line defines the mesh size, h∗ , required to obtain the desired
accuracy. It may be necessary to round h∗ down to the nearest available mesh size.
To be in balance, all errors must then be comparable at this grid resolution.
The estimates for the quantization and rounding errors that we need in the
following involve the matrix condition number, κ, which is bounded according to
κ ≤ cκ h−2m [8, Theorem 5.1], where cκ is a constant. Note that since κ depends on
k, then so must cκ .
1 If

the cost of reducing different types of errors vary widely, then one could conceivably include
weights when allocating the error-budget, but for simplicity we will not include that here.
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log(error)
C
O(h−2m )

1 − ρ∗v
ċε̇
egoal /4
egoal /8

equant
eround,ε̄
eround,ε

O(h−m )

O(h−m )
O(hk−m )

cε
edisc

čε̌
c̄ε̄
h=1

1/h∗

log(1/h)

Fig. 1. Error balance diagram. The color coding corresponds to that used in our pseudo code.

Theorem 4.1 effectively states that equant ≤ φε̌. Assuming that κε̌  1 and
1
κ ≈ κ  κ 2 , it follows that φ ≈ κ ≤ cκ h−2m and therefore that equant . čε̌h−2m for
č = cκ . This bound for equant is shown as the orange line in Figure 1. The constant
č does not depend on ε̌, so assuming that we know č, it follows that we can choose ε̌
to obtain the desired quantization error at h = h∗ .
A bound for eround is provided by the last term in (3.4), which by (3.3) is the sum
1
of a term proportional to τ = κ 2 ε and a term proportional to τ̄ = κε̄. Considering
the case that τ̄  τ  1, then χ is bounded approximately by τ , yielding the estimate
√
eround,ε . τ ≤ cεh−m for c = cκ . For the opposing case where τ  τ̄  1, we can
+
neglect τ in (3.3) to conclude that eround,ε̄ < γ(1 + ρ)(1 + ε)m̄+
A κε ≈ γ(1 + ρ)m̄A κε.
1
If we again assume that κ ≈ κ  κ 2 and note that γ ≈ 1 and ρ < 1, then eround,ε̄ ≈
c̄ε̄h−2m , where c̄ ≈ 2m̄+
A cκ .
The two bounds for eround,ε and eround,ε̄ are shown in Figure 1 as blue and red
lines, respectively. In mixed precision, ε > ε̄, which means that eround,ε dominates
the rounding error for small values of κ, while eround,ε̄ dominates for sufficiently large
values of κ. To ensure that all errors are balanced, we choose ε and ε̄ such that
eround,ε = eround,ε̄ = 81 egoal for h = h∗ , meaning that eround = 14 egoal . Once again,
assuming that we know c and c̄, we can then determine ε and ε̄. While Figure 1 shows
that c̄ε̄ ≤ čε̌, it is important to note that this by itself does not necessarily imply that
ε̄ < ε̌. However, since 2eround,ε̄ = equant at h = h∗ , it follows that if we use the rough
+
estimates for c̄ and č, then we expect that ε̌ = 4m̄+
A ε̄, where m̄A can be relatively
large for high-order discretizations. This is consistent with the basic requirement that
ε̄ ≤ ε̌.
The choice of ε̇ differs from the other precision levels in that we do not need
to achieve 41 egoal accuracy in ε̇-precision, but instead simply need the V-cycle to be
convergent in ε̇-precision. This means that we must have ρv = ρ∗v + δρv < 1 at h = h∗ .
1
For sufficiently small τ̇ , it follows from Theorem 3.2 that δρv = O(τ̇ ), where τ̇ = κ 2 ε̇,
so that δρv ≈ ċε̇h−m for some constant ċ. This leads to the green line shown in
Figure 1. In practice, we have not found a reliable way to determine ċ accurately,
but simply choosing ε̇ such that τ̇  1 appears to work well. Concretely, we choose
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1

ε̇ = 0.1/κ 2 .
Balancing eiter with the other three errors amounts to restricting N rather than
any precisions. Our goal is to allow discretization accuracy to include a balanced
quantization error, so (5.4) provides the choice for N that we need and it ensures that
the four errors bounding etotal in (2.1) are approximately balanced.
We have thus far assumed a single target accuracy. To extend the estimates
to progressive precision for the V-cycle, we can choose h∗ (instead of egoal ) as the
independent parameter and then repeat the exercise for every level in the multigrid
hierarchy. This leads to δρv ,j ≈ ċε̇j h−m
= 1 − ρ∗v for 1 ≤ j ≤ l. It then follows
j
easily by considering δρv ,j−1 /δρv ,j that ζ̇j = ε̇j−1 /ε̇j = (hj−1 /hj )m = θjm . Thus, the
precision coarsening factor for ε̇ is directly related to the mesh coarsening factor and,
given ε̇j for any level, it is straightforward to compute ε̇j for the other levels.
For FMG, the values of ε, ε̄, and ε̌ are also level dependent. Given hj , the
value for ε̌j follows easily by equating the bounds for equant and edisc , which yields
ε̌j ≤ (C/č)hjk+m . Similarly, we can equate 21 edisc with eround,ε and eround,ε̄ to get
εj ≤ 12 (C/c)hkj and ε̄j ≤ 21 (C/c̄)hk+m
. If θ = 2, as is typical for geometric multigrid,
j
this means that the sizes of the mantissas needed for ε̇ and ε grow with m and k bits
per level, respectively, while the growth for both ε̄ and ε̌ is k + m bits per level. Since
m is typically one or two, this means that the precision required for ε̇ grows quite
slowly while that for ε̄ and ε̌ can grow rather quickly for high-order discretizations.
To estimate the absolute precisions required for a given level, C, ċ, c, c̄, and č
must all be determined. We do this empirically in Section 9 for our model problem.
7. Memory Requirements. One of the advantages of using mixed and progressive precision is that it generally reduces the overall memory consumption of the
solver. Not only does this reduce the storage cost, but it also reduces the communication cost, which is often the bottleneck for multigrid solvers.
The progressive precision scheme can be applied to matrix-free methods and problems where the matrix can be represented by a small number of stencils. However,
memory consumption is typically not a concern in those cases. In this section, we
therefore consider frameworks where the matrix has to be stored explicitly. For simplicity, we consider a scalar problem on [0, 1]d using a uniform grid with just one
element on the coarsest level and a coarsening factor of 2 per dimension, d. Furthermore, we will only consider the storage requirement for the mantissa bits. The
memory requirement in this case can be estimated by multiplying the maximum number of non-zeros per row of Aj (mAj ) by the number of rows (2d(j−1) ) and the number
of bits required per element (see below), and then summing over the level index (j).
We focus on Aj here because the requirements for bj , xj , and other vector-valued
variables are typically dominated by those for Aj . The analysis for Pj is very similar
to that for Aj except for being more advantageous for progressive precision because
Pj only needs to be stored at most in standard precision compared to high precision
for Aj .
As discussed above, the storage precision, which is the basis for high-precision
computation, requires ε̌j ≤ (C/č)hjk+m , where hj = 2−(j−1) . Assuming for simplicity
that we want equality here and that C = č, then the number of required mantissa
bits is B̌j = − log2 ε̌j = (k + m)(j − 1). Similarly for low-precision computations, we
arrive at Ḃj = m(j − 1).
Using the relationships in Section 6, the number of levels, `, required to achieve
the desired accuracy can be determined. If the computation is to be done in fixed
precision, then ε̌` -precision must be used for all the levels in the hierarchy. The total
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memory usage for either IR-V or FMG (ignoring the possible saving due to symmetry
of Aj ) then becomes
Mfix = mA (k + m)(` − 1)

`
X

2d(j−1) .

j=1

For progressive precision, we begin by considering just IR-V. In this case, only
A` needs to be stored in high-precision since IR is only invoked at the finest level.
On the other hand, V uses the entire hierarchy, so Aj must be stored in low precision
for all j. This means that A` must be stored in both high and low precision while
all others are only stored in low precision. The memory usage estimate for IR-V is
therefore


`
X
Mprog = mA (k + m)(` − 1)2d(`−1) + m
(j − 1)2d(j−1)  .
j=1

The estimate for FMG is actually the same. The key insight here is that the
outer FMG loop progresses from coarse to fine using IR-V along the way. So only the
current finest level in IR-V needs Aj to be constructed and stored in high precision,
and it can be discarded as the outer loop proceeds to finer levels. Thus, one allocation
that can hold A` in high precision can be used for all Aj along the way to level `.
It follows for either IR-V or FMG that the memory usage of progressive precision
relative to fixed precision is
P`
(k + m)(` − 1)2d(`−1) + m j=1 (j − 1)2d(j−1)
Mprog
=
.
Mprog/fix =
P`
Mfix
(k + m)(` − 1) j=1 2d(j−1)
For large k, the first term in the numerator dominates and the ratio is approximately
1 − 2−d . Thus, for high-order elements, progressive precision leads to approximately
50% in memory savings for d = 1 and approximately 12.5% for d = 3. For low-order
elements with k = 2 and m = 1 (corresponding to a second-order equation discretized
with linear elements), simple evaluation of the ratio using Mathematica shows that
the savings range between roughly 50% and 38% for d = 1 and d = 3, respectively.
These numbers do not include the size of the indexing data for the sparse matrix
data structures, which is independent of the precision. Also, we have not included the
size of the exponent bits, so this analysis is only intended to show that the memory
consumption for a mixed- and progressive-precision solver generally is expected to be
lower than for a fixed-precision solver.
8. Model Problem. To illustrate our rounding-error estimates, we consider
the 1D biharmonic equation given by the following fourth-order ordinary differential
equation (ODE) on Ω = (0, 1) with homogeneous Dirichlet conditions on the boundary
∂Ω = {0, 1}:

Given f ∈ L2 (Ω), find u ∈ C 4 (Ω) such that




u0000 = f in Ω


u = u0 = 0 on ∂Ω.


This fourth-order model problem is useful because it leads to very ill-conditioned
matrices with severe sensitivity to rounding errors. Although we do not present the
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results in detail here, we have also studied the 2D biharmonic and found the results
to be qualitatively similar but computationally more expensive to obtain.
To discretize the ODE, we apply a standard Bubnov-Galerkin finite element
method to its weak form based on the same trial and test spaces given by
o
n
U = u : Ω → R u ∈ H 2 (Ω), u|∂Ω = 0, and u0 |∂Ω = 0 .
The variational form then arises via the L2 -projection of u0000 = f onto an arbitrary
test function v ∈ U followed by two applications of Green’s first identity:

2

 Given f ∈ L (Ω), find u ∈ U such that






a(u, v) = `(v)







for every v ∈ U, where a : U × U → R is the bilinear form defined by





Z


a(u, v) =
u00 v 00 dω
Ω





 and ` : U → R is the linear form defined by





Z




`(v)
=
f v dΩ



Ω




for all u, v ∈ U.
To discretize this variational form, we use H 2 -conforming B-spline finite elements
of order k ≥ 4. (We do not consider splines of order k = 3 because, although they
are smooth enough for this variational form, the jump discontinuities in the second
derivative across quadratic spline elements hinders the optimal convergence rates in
the L2 norm [8, Sec. 2.2].) A set of n univariate B-spline basis functions of order
k, {Bik }ni=1 is defined by first providing a knot vector Ξ = {ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξn+k }, where
ξ1 = 0, ξn+k = 1, and ξi ≤ ξi+1 , i = 1, 2, . . . , n + k − 1,. To facilitate strong
enforcement of the Dirichlet boundary conditions, we use an open knot vector, i.e.,
a knot vector with the first and last knots repeated k times: ξ1 = . . . = ξk = 0 and
ξn+1 = . . . = ξn+k = 1. The interior knots are distinct and, in fact, uniformly spaced.
The Cox-de Boor recursion formula given below for i = 1, 2, . . . , n uses this open knot
vector to define the univariate B-spline basis for intermediate ξ ∈ (0, 1).

ξi+k+1 − ξ
ξ − ξi
1, ξ ∈ [ξi , ξi+1 )
k−1
k−1
k
0
Bi (ξ) =
B
(ξ) +
B
(ξ), Bi (ξ) =
0, elsewhere
ξi+k − ξi i
ξi+k+1 − ξi+1 i+1
For notational ease, we henceforth drop the superscript in B k that denotes the explicit
k-dependence on the B-spline basis.
B-spline h-refinement is done by knot insertion, where new equi-spaced interior
knots 21 (ξi + ξi+1 ), k − 1 < i < n, are added to the original knot vector and the new
set of basis functions are computed accordingly. Note that although knot insertion
affects neighboring basis functions, it is still a relatively local process, which a variety
of knot-insertion strategies exploit. Knot insertion also enables direct construction
of prolongation and restriction operators that are naturally transposes of each other,
and together with the system matrices they satisfy the Galerkin condition. See [7] for
a discussion on spline basis functions and relevant algorithms.
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The B-spline basis functions allow us to define the finite-dimensional trial space
and test space, Uh ⊂ U, used for our Galerkin discretization:
(
)
X
Uh = uh ∈ U uh =
ui Bi (ξ) ,
i

where ui are the so-called control points. The discrete variational form of the ODE
is then expressed as

Given f ∈ L2 (Ω), find uh ∈ Uh such that




a(uh , vh ) = `(vh )




for every vh ∈ Uh .
Obtaining the discrete solution amounts to solving linear system (3.1) with Aij =
a(Bj , Bi ), ξi = ui , and bi = `(Bi ).
To assess the efficacy of iterative refinement, we consider the exact solution field:
(8.1)

u = 1 − cos 2πξ.

The corresponding forcing function is easily obtained by applying the differential
operator, yielding:
f = −16π 4 cos 2πξ.
This forcing function along with the known solution field u enable an exact measure
of the total error in our numerical results. We have experimented with other solution
fields, but not found anything leading to different conclusions than what we present
below.
9. Numerical Experiments. We validate the theory here by studying convergence under grid refinement for the model problem. Accordingly, the multigrid solvers
we study coarsen only in the mesh size as opposed to the degree of the basis functions.
We use Matlab R2019a and the Advanpix toolbox for our experiments. The Advanpix
toolbox allows for variable precision computations, although the interface only allows
the number of decimal digits, d, to be specified. For our “exact” computations, we
use 34 decimal digits of precision, which corresponds to 113 bits. While slightly more
than the 112 bits in IEEE quad precision, we nevertheless refer to d = 34 as “quad
precision” in what follows. For this precision level, Advanpix provides 15 bits for the
exponent, which is consistent with IEEE quad precision. For all other levels of precision, Advanpix provides 64 bits for the exponent. The numerical results reported
here are therefore unaffected by the limited dynamic range typically encountered in
low precision environments. This aspect of the precision environment corresponds
with the theory, which assumes that all computations stay in the dynamical range.
Throughout, we use FP16 = 2−11 , FP32 = 2−24 , FP64 = 2−53 , and FP128 = 2−112
to denote one unit in last place (ulp) for half, single, double, and quad precision,
respectively.
All stiffness matrices and forcing vectors are formed and assembled in quad precision and, as such, are susceptible to quantization (and other) errors at this precision
level. The exact solution xh associated with uh for a given mesh size h is computed
using Ah and bh formed in quad precision followed by a solve in quad precision.
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Fig. 2. The total error in the energy norm when using FMG in fixed precision with 7 digits (left)
and 15 digits (right) corresponding roughly to single and double precision, respectively. Additionally,
the discretization error for each polynomial degree is shown using dashed lines, while the black dashdotted line shows k fl(xh ) − xh kAh . This latter quantity is the smallest error one can hope to achieve
because it is obtained by simply rounding the exact solution to the chosen precision.

1019
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1010

O(h−3 )
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O(h−1 )
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κ = kAkkA−1 k

kA−1 k

kAk

O(h−4 )

108
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1/h
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Fig. 3. Asymptotically, the condition number grows as O(h−4 ) as expected except for the first 5
levels. For these coarse levels, kA−1 k shows a distinct pre-asymptotic behavior due to the influence
of the boundary conditions. Each plot shows curves for polynomial degrees from p = 3 (bottom) to
p = 10 (top). The legend is the same as for Figure 2.

(While this solution is not truly exact of course, its error is insignificant compared to
the other errors we consider.) All exact solutions are obtained using Matlab’s direct
solver with quad precision. The stiffness matrices and forcing vectors pertaining to
lower-precision quantizations are obtained by simply rounding their quad-precision
counterparts to the desired precision, ε̌. We compute x̌h from the lower-precision
coefficients by first adding trailing zeros to all numbers to extend them back to quad
precision and then solving the resulting system in quad precision. This ensures that
the difference between x̌h and xh is primarily due to quantization rather than algebraic errors. The algebraic solution, x̃h , is obtained as the solution of Ǎh xh = b̌h ,
where the solvers and precision levels used are specified below for each experiment.
Given the true solution, u, from (8.1), along with xh , x̌h , and x̃h , we evaluate the
energy norm of the errors shown in (2.1) in quad precision using k 2 quadrature points
per element. For familiarity’s sake, we use p = k − 1 to refer to the polynomial degree
of the finite element basis functions.
We begin by confirming in Figure 2 that FMG in fixed precision is susceptible to
multiple types of errors that prevent it from obtaining discritization-error accuracy.
For reference, we also show the error from simply rounding the exact solution to the
available fixed precision. This is the smallest error we can hope to achieve for a given
fixed precision, but FMG is clearly unable to achieve this level of accuracy except
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Fig. 4. The convergence rate of a 2nd -order Chebyshev smoother as a function of percentage
of the full spectrum that is targeted (left). Given the optimal fraction of the spectrum to target, the
right plot shows the convergence rate as a function of mesh size. All computations are done using
34 digits. For the left plot, h = 1/64. The curves for p = 3 are slight outliers because the coarsest
level in this case contains no degrees of freedom after the boundary conditions have been imposed.

possibly for very high order basis functions.
Next, we graph the norm and condition number of Ah in Figure 3. The important
observation is that while the asymptotic behavior follows the theory, a pre-asymptotic
region exists where the boundaries influence the results. As a consequence, we generally do not expect to see optimal results until after level 4. We also note that kAk
clearly depends on p, which also carries into κ. More specifically, kAk is approximately
proportional to p3 h−3 . Some of the other quantities that show up in the theory are
given by κ(P t P ) = 2p , mA = 2p + 1, and mP = p + 2 for all h past the pre-asymptotic
region.
Throughout, we use V(1, 0)-cycles and a 2nd -order Chebyshev smoother based on
−1
Ďh Ǎh , where Ďh is the diagonal of Ǎh . For simplicity, our initial experiments do
not use progressive precision. On the coarsest level consisting of a single element,
we use a single sweep of the smoother. The cost of a direct solver at that level is
insignificant, but also not necessary. The Chebyshev smoother depends on knowing
the largest eigenvalue of Ďh−1 Ǎh as well as what percentage of the spectrum to target.
We compute the largest eigenvalue using Matlab’s standard eigs-function applied to
Ǎh in double precision. For each polynomial degree, we then determine the lower
end of the spectrum, λ∗ , to target by evaluating the convergence rate for a range of
different values and picking the one that produces the smallest ρv . The results are
shown in Figure 4. Clearly, a 2nd -order Chebyshev smoother is not very effective for
high polynomial degrees, but designing effective smoothers is not our aim here, and
our theory does not depend on the quality of the smoother.
The convergence rate, ρv , is computed in two steps. First, the error propagation
matrix, V , is constructed column by column by applying one V-cycle with a zero
initial guess to each of the canonical basis vectors. Next, ρv = kV kA is computed as
the square root of the largest generalized eigenvalue of V T AV x = λAx. All of this
is done in quad precision. We could have approximated ρv by solving Ax = 0 with
a random initial guess x(0) and choosing the largest value over many iterations i of
kx(i+1) kA /kx(i) kA . However, our eigenvalue approach determines the worst case for
the energy convergence rate more effectively.
Next, we study the algebraic error for IR-V with and without mixed precision.
For simplicity, we set ε̇ = ε because it allows us to isolate the effects of the other
precision levels. Figure 5 shows that the error is initially dominated by iteration error
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Fig. 5. The relative algebraic error in the energy norm, i.e., eiter + eround , when solving
Ǎh xh = b̌h for p = 4 with a random initial guess using IR-V and 1 to 15 levels in the hierarchy.
The figure on the left illustrates fixed precision using 7 decimal digits, while the figure on the right
illustrates mixed precision using 7 and 34 decimal digits for ε and ε̄, respectively. For both of these
experiments, ε̇ = ε and ε̌ = ε̄. Initially, eiter dominates until the limiting accuracy is reached.
Furthermore, the error generally increases with the grid resolution, and for ` > 9 the fixed precision
solver fails to converge.
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Fig. 6. The relative rounding error in the energy norm when using fixed precision (left) and
mixed precision (middle) as well as the relative quantization error (right). In all three plots, the
energy norm of the relative discretization error is shown using dashed lines. The four groups of
solid and dotted lines (top to bottom) in each plot correspond to using 3, 7, 11, and 15 digits for ε̄
(left), ε (middle), and ε̌ (right). This is a representative sample of the full data set, which included
results for all precisions between 3 and 34 digits. For fixed precision (left), ε = ε̄ = ε̌, while for
mixed precision (middle), ε̄ and ε̌ both use 34 digits. Referring back to Section 2, these results are
compared to x̌h , which is computed as described earlier in this section. Finally, for the quantization
error experiment (right), ε = ε̄ = ε̌, but the results are compared to the true solution, xh . All the
precisions are chosen to ensure that the error is dominated by the choice of ε̄, ε, and ε̌, respectively.
All plots show the max relative error over the last 50 iterations when solving the model problem
using 1000 V-cycles. For high precisions and higher polynomial degrees (for which the convergence
rate deteriorates), more V-cycles would be necessary to recover the true error.

before eventually being dominated by rounding error. In fixed-precision, the rounding
error never stabilizes, which illustrates why it can be difficult to develop a reliable
stopping criterion, but this is much less of an issue in mixed precision. It is also evident
that the limiting accuracy, χ, depends on the number of levels in the hierarchy. This is
illustrated further in Figure 6 (left and middle), where the relative algebraic error after
1000 V-cycles is shown as a function of 1/h. As theory predicts, the relative algebraic
error grows faster for fixed than for mixed precision, which illustrates the benefit of
mixed-precision IR-V. By comparing algebraic and discretization errors, Figure 6
also confirms that, in the absence of progressive precision, multigrid is ultimately
dominated by rounding errors.
As predicted by our theory, the growth of rounding error for mixed precision is
proportional to κ1/2 (A), or equivalently O(h−2 ), while the observed growth for fixed
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Fig. 7. The smallest eigenvalue of Ǎh when Ǎh is quantized to ε̇ (left), ε (middle), and ε̌
(right) precision. For ε̇-precision, it is clear that Ǎh becomes indefinite for fine levels, and it should
be noted that the smallest eigenvalue can be orders of magnitude below zero, which means that no
small diagonal pertubation is likely to recover definiteness. However, it should also be noted that we
do not encounter any indefinite matrices in ε or ε̌ precision. Thus, we can reasonably estimate κj
in ε precision using the Lanczos method, for example.

precision is O(h−3.5 ), which is slightly better than the rate predicted by theory. Also
shown in Figure 6 is the quantization error obtained by solving Ǎh xh = b̌h “exactly”
for various ε̌ and comparing the result to uh . As predicted by Theorem 4.1, this error
grows as O(h−4 ).
In Figure 7, we confirm that quantization of Ah to ε̇-precision can cause it to
become indefinite and it can, in fact, become very indefinite for fine levels.
To implement progressive precision FMG, we need to establish the precisions
used at each level, which requires estimating the values for the constants C, c, c̄, č, ċ
discussed in Section 6. The choice of ċ was discussed in Section 6, while the values for
c, c̄, and č can all be estimated based on the data shown in Figure 6. In Section 6, we
established bounds for eround,ε , eround,ε̄ , and equant . Here, we treat those expressions
as strict equalities to account for the worst case, which yields eround,ε = cεh−m ,
eround,ε̄ = c̄εh−2m , and equant = čε̌h−2m . Generically, and with a slight abuse of
notation, this gives us e = cεh−α , where e is one of the errors and c, ε, and α are the
corresponding constant, precision, and exponent, respectively. It then follows that
log(e/ε) = −α log(h) + log(c). From this expression, we can compute a linear least
squares estimate for log(c) and α using the data points in Figure 6 past the preasymptotic region (which in practice we take to be where 1/h > 4). While Figure 6
only shows data for 4 different precisions, we have conducted the experiments for
all precisions between 3 and 15 decimal digits, and we use the data from all the
experiments for the least squares estimates except that we omit the data from the
pre-asymptotic region (1/h ≤ 16). The estimates for c, c̄, and č are shown in Figure 8.
Unfortunately, it is computationally quite expensive to obtain all the data required
for these least squares estimates. As an alternative, given cκ ≥ κh2m , we can estimate
all the constants quite cheaply by noting from Section 6 that č = cκ , c̄ . 4m̄+
A cκ , and
√
c = cκ . Furthermore, from Figure 3, we see that this can be estimated reliably as
soon as we get past the pre-asymptotic region. In practice, we therefore only have
to estimate the condition number for a few small matrices. Technically, we have a
lower bound for cκ that is quite a bit higher in the pre-asymptotic region. However,
the bounds for c, c̄, and č based on cκ are rather conservative to begin with, so we
find in practice that it is safe to ignore this technicality and use the asymptotic value
of cκ for all h. In fact, Figure 8 shows that the constants obtained using cκ can be
several orders of magnitude larger than the least squares estimates. This may seem
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Fig. 8. Estimates for c, c̄, and č. The legend here is the same as for Figure 5 with the colored
lines representing estimates based on cκ . After level 5, all the lines are indistinguishable as the
estimates have converged. The dash-dotted line in black is the linear least squares estimate based on
the data partially shown in Figure 6. The graphs here suggest that the true constants depend rather
weakly (and inversely) on p, while the estimates based on cκ suggest a significant growth with p.

p

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Theoretical N
Minimal N

2
1

2
1

2
1

4
2

8
4

17
9

38
28

85
50

Table 1
Number of V-cycles required inside F MG as a function of the polynomial degree, according to
the theory in (5.4) and given the convergence rates obtained in Fig. 4. Also shown is the smallest
number of V-cycles for which F MG actually converges when using the constants estimated from cκ .
This shows that the theory is somewhat conservative, but mostly for high polynomial degrees where
the convergence rate of the smoother is poor. The minimal number of V-cycles increases by one in
a few cases if the smaller constants obtained from least squares estimation are used instead.

concerning, but each order of magnitude translates to using one additional decimal
digit for the corresponding precision level, and this fixed amount of extra precision
is relatively insignificant for the higher levels that tend to account for most of the
computational cost. The entire approach for computing the constants is captured in
Algorithm 9.1. Also included is the computation of N based on (5.4), with the results
shown in Table 1.
It remains to estimate C. Given the discretization error as plotted in Figures 2
and 6, C can easily be obtained by linear regression. However, those curves are based
on computations in exact arithmetic and knowledge of the exact solution. Fortunately,
we can estimate C in the course of running FMG based on the strong approximation
property in (3.7). This approach ultimately leads us to the progressive FMG algorithm
outlined in Algorithm 9.2, where orange is used for computations in ε̌ precision.
Developing all the details to deal robustly with any pre-asymptotic region is beyond
the scope of this paper. Still, this algorithm is notable by starting out in low precision
and only advancing to higher precision as necessary in order to achieve the specified
error goal.
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Algorithm 9.1 Compute constants for progressive FMG
Input: A, p, m, θ, tol < 1, τ̇tol < 1.
1: q ← p + 1 − m
2: κ0 ← kA0 kkA−1
0 k
3: j ← 0
4: repeat
5:
j ←j+1
6:
κj ← kAj kkA−1
j k
7: until
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

κj
θ−2m
κj−1
−2mj
κj θ

− 1 < tol

cκ ←
√
c ← cκ
c̄ ← 4mA cκ
č ← cκ
√
ċ ← τ̇tol / cκ
Compute ρ for level j
N ← (log2 (5) + q log2 (θ))/(| log2 (ρ)|)
return (c, c̄, č, ċ, N )

. Compute q
. Compute condition number of A0
. Initialize level counter
. Update level counter
. Compute condition number of Aj
. Stop if in asymptotic region
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Compute cκ
Compute c
Compute c̄
Compute č
Compute ċ
Determine asymptotic convergence factor.
Compute theoretical number of V-cycles
Return constants

Algorithm 9.2 Progressive FMG(1, 0)-Cycle (PFMG)
Input: L, f , m, k, θ, c, c̄, č, ċ, N ≥ 1, egoal < 1
1: q ← k − m
2: x0 ← 0
3: j ← 1
4: loop
5:
(ε,ε̄,ε̌,ε̇) ←ComputePrecisions(c, c̄, č, ċ, j)
6:
(Ǎj , b̌j , P̌j , hj ) ← Discretize(L, f, k, j)
7:
xj ← P̌j xj−1
8:
i←0
9:
while i < N do
10:
rj ←Ǎj xj − b̌j
11:
yj ←V(Ǎj , rj , P̌j , j)
12:
xj ← xj − yj
13:
i←i+1
14:
end while
15:
if j > 4 then
16:
17:

kP̌j xj−1 −xj kǍ

j

C ← hq kx k
j
l j−1  Ǎj m
` ← 1q logθ e C

18:
if ` ≤ j then
19:
return xj
20:
end if
21:
end if
22:
j ←j+1
23: end loop

goal

.
.
.
.

Update all precision levels
Discretize PDE at level j
Interpolate from previous level
Initialize IR

.
.
.
.

Update IR residual and round
Compute correction by V
Update approximate solution of Aj xj = bj
Increment IR cycle counter

. In asymptotic region ?
. Estimate discretization constant
. Compute required number of levels
. Return solution with error less than egoal

Using the proposed algorithm, the precision requirements and the accuracy actually achieved are shown in Figure 9. Most importantly, we observe that PF MG does
in fact achieve discretization-error accuracy. However, we also note that the use of
standard floating point types available in hardware can be surprisingly restrictive in
terms of h. In Figure 10, we extrapolate the results to second-order PDEs since these
are quite common in real applications. For high-order basis functions, the order of the
PDE does not matter much, and we notice that while there is a difference between ε̄
and ε̌, it is relatively insignificant in this regime. For lower-order basis functions, a
final observation is that ε̌  ε, meaning that Ǎh used in the residual computation in
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Fig. 9. Precision requirements for progressive precision FMG in order to reach discretization
error accuracy for the model problem (top), and the actual accuracy obtained compared to the true
discretization error (bottom). The graphs shown here are for p = 4 (left) and p = 10 (right). For
reference, we include the L2 error in the accuracy plots, and notice that we generally do not achieve
optimal convergence in the L2 -norm. However, for p = 10, the large number of V-cycles we use due
to the conservative nature of the estimate for N probably accounts for achieving close to optimal
results in the L2 -norm too.
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Fig. 10. Predicted precision requirements for progressive precision FMG for a second-order
PDE (assuming that C = ċ = c = c̄ = č = 1 for simplicity). The graphs shown here are for p = 1
(left) and p = 10 (right). For p = 1, double precision suffices up to 1/h = 218 , while, for p = 10,
anything beyond 1/h = 24 is contaminated by quantization errors when using double precision. Since
quantization errors do not depend on the choice of solver, these limits apply to any kind of solver
and not just FMG. Notice also that these limits on h apply to problems in all dimensions.

IR must be of sufficiently high precision.
10. Conclusions. This paper has successfully shown the potential of using progressive precision multigrid methods for solving linear elliptic PDEs to arbitrary accuracy given sufficient but parsimoniously chosen precisions in all computations. Compared to fixed precision, the accuracy is obtained while using up to 50% less memory.
The key to this success on one hand is the observation that quantization errors play
a critical role that must be accounted for. On the other hand is the observation that
the V-cycle is very resilient and will work correctly even when it is being run in such
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low precision that the matrices involved may become indefinite simply from rounding
them to working precision. The limitations introduced by quantization error ultimately lead to fairly strict limitations on the grid size that can be used to discretize
the PDE for any given precision budget. This is worth noting because many computations in practice are limited to standard IEEE double precision at the high end.
Insofar as the PDE solution is sufficiently smooth, higher-order elements generally allow for higher accuracy, and as p approaches infinity, it is easy to see from Fig. 1 that
the accuracy will approach 4čε̌. However, even for moderate values of p, the benefit
of the improvement in accuracy obtained by increasing p further may be outweighed
by the additional cost of the higher-order method.
In order to choose all the precision levels, we have introduced a heuristic that
balances all the different types of errors. This approach ensures that we avoid “overcomputation”, where one type of error is reduced only to be swamped by some other
type of error. Assuming that one has appropriate bounds, this idea can easily be generalized to include other types of errors such as those from matrix assembly or even
modeling errors. Given an appropriate performance model, it can also be generalized
to account for different costs associated with different types of errors. Both of these
extensions are interesting topics for future work. Other topics for future work include
the extension of the ideas presented here to algebraic multigrid, and a proper analysis
of any effects due to overflow or underflow.
Appendix A. Summary of notation. The basic quantities and abbreviations
used throughout the paper are as follows:
PDE
ODE
RHS
SAP
IR
V
FMG
PFMG
ε
ε̄
ε̇
fl(x ◦ y)
B
δ
∆
n = nj
nc = nj−1
`
A ∈ Rn×n
D ∈ Rn×n
M ∈ Rn×n
P ∈ Rn×nc
G ∈ Rn×n
T ∈ Rn×n
V ∈ Rn×n
Ax = b
Pt

partial differential equation
ordinary differential equation
right-hand side
strong approximation property
iterative refinement algorithm
V-cycle algorithm
full multigrid algorithm
progressive full multigrid algorithm
“standard” precision unit roundoff
“high” precision unit roundoff
“low” precision unit roundoff
finite-precision result of the operation x ◦ y
number of bits of precision
perturbation of a scalar or vector due to finite precision
perturbation of a matrix due to finite precision
dimension of the fine level
dimension of the coarse level
number of levels in the hierarchy
system matrix
diagonal of A
approximation of A−1
prolongation or interpolation matrix
error propagation matrix for relaxation
error propagation matrix for coarse-level correction
error propagation matrix for a V-cycle
target problem
transpose of P
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DISCRETIZATION-ERROR-ACCURATE MULTIGRID SOLVERS

k·k
1
k · kA = kA 2 · k
κ(·)
κ = κ(A)
mA
mP
N
ρ
ρir
ρ∗v
∗
ρv = ρv + δρv
χ
h
θ
ζ̇
δM
αM
2m
k
p
q
φh,i
edisc
efl
equant
ealg
eiter
eround
egoal
h∗
c
cκ
ċ
č
c̄
Ω
U
Uh
a(u, v) = `(v)
Bik
ξi
Ξ
ui

Euclidean norm
energy norm
condition number
condition number of A
bound on the number of nonzero row entries of A
bound on the number of nonzero row entries of P
number of IR cycles
generic energy convergence factor
energy convergence factor for IR
exact energy convergence factor for V
computed energy convergence factor for V
limit accuracy in energy
pseudo mesh size
pseudo mesh-refinement factor
precision coarsening factor
rounding error in computing M z
constant in O(ε̇kzk) bound on kδM k
order of the PDE
finite element polynomial order
finite element polynomial degree
mesh-size exponent of coarse-level approximation order
finite element basis functions
energy discretization error
floating-point error
quantization error
algebraic error
iteration error
rounding error
desired error level
target mesh size for obtaining desired error level
constant in O(εh−m ) bound on rounding error
constant in O(h−2m ) bound on condition number
constant in O(ε̇h−m ) bound on V-cycle convergence factor
constant in O(ε̌h−2m ) bound on quantization error
constant in O(ε̄h−2m ) bound on rounding error
PDE domain
PDE test and trial space
finite-dimensional test and trial space
weak form of the PDE
B-spline basis functions of order k
B-spline knots
B-spline knot vector
B-spline control points

Additionally, the following convenience parameters are used:
ψ = k|A|k, κ = ψkA−1 k, m̄+
A =

mA + 1
mP
, ṁ+
,
P =
1 − (mA + 1)ε̄
1 − mP ε̇
1

ṁ+
A =

1
1
mA + 1
κ2 + κ
, τ̇ = κ 2 ε̇, τ = κ 2 ε, τ̄ = κε̄, γ =
,
1 − (mA + 1)ε̇
κ
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1
−m

σ ≥ (1 + ε̇) max{αM kAk, ψαM , ψkM k}, ϑ = min {θj ζ̇j
1≤j≤`

1

µ = 3( max ζ̇j )κ 2 (P t P )ṁ+
P , δρv = δρv (τ̇j ) =
1≤j≤`

},


ϑm
a1 τ̇j + a2 τ̇j2 + a3 τ̇j3 ,
−1

ϑm

+
a1 = 4 + σ + 4, a2 = 2(3 + σ + ṁ+
A (1 + σ))µ + 2 + σ, a3 = 2(1 + σ + ṁA (1 + σ))µ.

Subscript j on various quantities indicates the current (fine) level and j − 1 or c its
adjacent coarse level in the hierarchy, with j = 1 the coarsest and j = ` the finest.
These subscripts may be suppressed when there is no risk of ambiguity. Superscripts
in parentheses like (1), (i), and (∞) are used to denote iteration count. We let Ǎh and
b̌h denote Ah and bh rounded to B, respectively, and use this haček diacritical mark
to denote any quantity derived from them. We use tilde to denote values computed
from Ǎh and b̌h .
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